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We’ve been around since 2004. Primarily focused on the world of media and 
entertainment

- privately held
- Bulgaria / USA
- ~50 employees
- more than 3K customers worldwide

Most Demanding Markets
- mission critical
- high-bandwidth
- low-latency
- application specific functions + non-standard implementation
- time-sensitive
- intolerant of data loss

Alexander Lefterov (CEO)

Tiger Background
Storage technologies developed and productised:
- SAN Management
- Storage pooling
- Load balancing
- Transparent failover
- Defragmentation
- Storage virtualisation
- Storage appliances
- replication and tiering

Convert a non-SAN filesystem to a SAN one

NAS speeds and capabilities have increased tremendously

The Problem
IBM / Surveillance kick off
Mandate for the solution:
- Windows
- 100% transparent
- no latency and bandwidth impact
- no tamper point
- software only
- scalable
- different targets



Assign data to both local storage and cloud for maximum productivity and efficiency

Generally:
- cloud scale, compute, and services are valuable
- established workflows and high-performance computation need local storage

Hybrid approaches are ideal

The ideal solution would:
- respect the user journey
- have a human-friendly hierarchical approach supported by legacy apps
- include full set of file system operations (lock, move, rename, etc)
- support metadata-dependent workflows
- have an integrated cache
- support all cloud storage features (versioning, soft delete, global replication, etc)

Tiger Bridge Architecture
Initial Technical and Architectural Choices
- File vs Block
- internal to the data flow vs external
- native vs cross platform
- file system vs database
- open vs proprietary format on target
- system administrator vs end user

Productisation
- kernel and user mode modules
- interaction with other filters
- targets
- policies



- user interface

Tiger Bridge
- software only
- transparent
- seamless
- native
- unified storage space
- multi-cloud, multi-tier
- non-proprietary, no vendor lock
- no external cache
- Full Active Directory security features

*Demo*


